
Payment processing & 
Money transfer

Cost-effective and secure payment 
processing and money transfers for 

Scottish businesses.

Blockchain for credit scoring

Efficient credit history tracking and 
more accurate credit scores for 

financial institutions in Scotland.

Blockchain for sustainable 
finance

Smart contracts and automated 
compliance for a sustainable and 

responsible approach to finance in 
Scotland.

Blockchain for global 
payments

An international bridge for financial 
institutions in Scotland to strengthen 

their position in global payments.

Blockchain for cybersecurity

Protection against cyber attacks with 
strong cryptography and 

decentralisation.

Blockchain for digital identity 
verification

Streamlined, secure and accessible 
digital identity verification for 

customers across different financial 
institutions in Scotland.

Blockchain for peer-to-peer 
payments

A cost-effective and secure solution 
for peer-to-peer payments without 

intermediaries or high fees.

Blockchain for insurance 
claims

Faster, easier and more secure 
insurance claims processing for 
financial institutions in Scotland.

Blockchain for trading

Greater efficiency and transparency 
for trading systems in Scotland's 

finance sector, with reduced 
counterparty risk and simplified 

settlements.

Blockchain for loyalty reward 
programs

More secure and cost-effective 
loyalty rewards programs for 

financial institutions in Scotland.

Blockchain for regulatory 
compliance & audits

A single source of truth for 
compliance with regulations and 

efficient audits.

Blockchain for automated 
loans

Automation and transparency for 
loan decisions, creating a secure and 

transparent lending platform.

Source: Scottish Development International , insider.co.uk , Royal Bank of Scotland, FinTech Scotland, University Of DundeeDeep Knowledge Analytics 1

Economic Opportunities for Blockchain Application in Finance

https://www.sdi.co.uk/business-in-scotland/find-your-industry/digital-and-technology-industries/financial-services-and-fintech
https://www.insider.co.uk/news/dearth-blockchain-ai-specialists-holding-26470473
https://www.rbs.co.uk/business/insights/technology/innovation/understanding-blockchain-technology.html
https://www.fintechscotland.com/fintech/blockchain-technology-partners/
https://www.dundee.ac.uk/module/bu51038


Scotland has several unique advantages that make it an ideal location for businesses working with blockchain technology. Scotland has a 
supportive regulatory environment and numerous research universities, as well as a vibrant technology ecosystem that encourages 
innovation. Additionally, Scotland has a strong financial sector, making it an attractive home for new finance businesses.

Scotland’s Finance Sector at a Glance

 In 2021 the Scottish Finance sector contributed £173.6bn to 
the UK economy, 8.3% of total economic output.

Finance is the biggest sectoral contributor to Scotland’s economy 
representing £13.6bn or 9.2% of GVA (Gross Value Added) and 

accounting for 160,000 jobs (9% of national employment).

Scotland’s Finance Sector at a Glance

Scotland is a leader in FinTech, with 
Edinburgh known as one of Europe's 

leading FinTech hubs

Scotland has a strong academic base in 
finance-related topics and a pool of 

finance and technology talent

The growing FinTech sector is 
estimated to generate £598m GVA for 

Scotland FinTech Roadmap

91% of banks have invested in 
Blockchain for financial service

Source: The House of Commons Library, Financial Services in Scotland, IBM Deep Knowledge Analytics 2
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https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/SN06193/SN06193.pdf
https://www.sfe.org.uk/financial-services-in-scotland
https://www.ibm.com/blockchain/industries/financial-services

